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Sonic Navigation and Electric Songlines: 

Several Walks Through Sound, Space and Time 
 

A Brief Note on Sound, Space, Place, Waking, and Dreaming 

 
Space is a common symbol of freedom in the Western world. Space 
lies open; it suggests the future and invites action. On the negative 
side, space and freedom are a threat… To be open and free is to be 
exposed and vulnerable. Open space has no trodden paths and 
signposts. It has no fixed pattern of established human meaning; it is 
like a blank sheet on which meaning may be imposed. Enclosed and 
humanized space is place. Compared to space, place is a calm center 
of established values. Human beings require both space and place. 
Human lives are a dialectical movement between shelter and venture, 
attachment and freedom. In open space one can become intensely 
aware of place; and in the solitude of a sheltered place the vastness of 
space beyond acquires a haunting presence. A healthy being 
welcomes constraint and freedom, the boundedness of place and the 
exposure of space.1 

 

What is the difference between a space and a place? I often do tai chi in a small park near 

my apartment, and I almost always stand in a particular spot which feels powerful to me, facing east, 

offering mottled light and shadow and a view of the entire park. On the occasions that I’ve come to 

see my spot ‘taken,’ I’ve felt annoyed, as if the other is trespassing. I have a personal relationships 

with this particular portion of public space ! to me, it has become place. In Yi"Fu Tuan’s seminal 

book, Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience, quoted above, he spells out the dialectic between 

space and place in clear terms. 

Space invites phenomenological listening, attention, wakefulness; it is ripe with potential 

and activates freedom. Place invites memory, reflection, and imagination; it is created through the 

ordering of chaos, through definition, through closing off space, by making it one’s own through 

architecture, movement, habit, memory, narrative. Place requires commitment, a willingness to at 

least temporarily define a space as something specific. By defining it, we give up on its myriad other 

possibilities; like any commitment, it entails a movement from pure entropic potential to a 

hierarchy of priorities. At its best, space that has not been domesticated into ‘place’ offers freedom 

and potential; at its worst, as Tuan writes, it becomes threatening and alienating. Likewise, place 

might alternately be experienced as warm and cozy, or as claustrophobic.  

                        
1 Yi"Fu Tuan, Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience #Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1977$, 54. 
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Why use sound, specifically, to provoke place"making? Sound is uniquely powerful in 

bringing our attention to the here and now. As a globalized urban culture, we spend increasing time in 

virtual worlds ! as we walk through public space, we might be talking to someone on another 

continent, listening to our own music mix on our iPods, reading an email someone sent us yesterday, 

or playing a virtual game. Mobile audio devices, particularly, serve as emotional and aesthetic 

prosthetics capable of extending and transforming the listener’s surroundings into a kind of movie,2 

what Jean"Paul Thibaud has dubbed the “city"screen.”3 If we would like to connect ourselves, and 

our culture, to our corporeal worlds, we need a way to reconnect to the present. Sound can do this 

through its temporal nature. From a purely phenomenological viewpoint, listening to the sounds 

around us can remind us to pay attention to the physical, corporeal, sensual world that surrounds us. 

Sound can also determine our path through space; we are attracted by some sounds and 

repulsed by others. Sounds that occur regularly over time acquire the status of soundmarks, a term 

coined by R. Murray Schafer4; these soundmarks, such as a church bell, a factory whistle, or a 

jackhammer, are regular enough to provoke a pattern of sonic navigation. If we pay conscious 

attention, this sonic navigation may turn into a form of large"scale aesthetic composition ! by 

walking the landscape in a particular way, we compose our ongoing soundscape. 

Finally, sound’s function as a carrier of memory and narrative makes it potent as a way of 

marking place through emotion. By associating a space with a memory, a story, or a pure emotion, 

we turn it into a place that has meaning for us. In particular, the soundmarks that dot our listening 

spaces might acquire emotional meaning for us by becoming carriers of particular memories or 

emotions we experienced while hearing those sounds; these individual memories might be 

individual, complicating the sense of public and private, or more communal, in which case they may 

invoke the social aspects of the experience. 

The various ways of making and re"making place outlined in the table below ! physically, 

kinetically, socially, aesthetically, and emotionally ! are of course intertwined and interdependent. 

They form a kind of network, each affecting the others, determining how any individual creates a 

sense of place. For example, the physical characteristics of a space clearly determine the kinetic 

                        
2 Iain Chambers, “The Aural Walk,” in Audio Culture: Readings in Modern Music, ed. Christoph Cox and Daniel Warner 
#New York and London: Continuum, 2004$, 100. 
3 Jean"Paul Thibaud, “The Sonic Composition of the City,” in The Auditory Culture Reader, 336"337. 
4 R. Murray Schafer, The Soundscape: Our Sonic Environment and the Tuning of the World #Rochester, VT: Destiny Books, 
1994$, 10.  
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possibilities, affect the social relations, determine the aesthetic potential, and influence which 

memories are resonated in any individual person. Likewise, the emotions brought up by memories 

may determine the ways that people move through a space or aestheticize it. And of course, the 

kinetic and the social are often bound up with one another.  

 

Physical topography, architecture 

Kinetic paths through space 

Social social centers of gravity, crowds vs privacy 

Emotional memory, narrative, emotion 

Aesthetic order out of chaos 

 
Table 1.1. Ways of creating place from space. 

 

Some of the ways we carve place out of space are more conscious than others. We are usually 

consciously aware of phenomenological elements, such as how things sound, where architectural 

elements get in our way, and how we are able to move around a space. Other elements, such as the 

associations and emotions we bring to a space, are more interior. The tension between these two 

sorts of attention might be characterized as constantly shifting between the poles of waking and 

dreaming. Waking is a phenomenological state; dreaming a narrative one. They cannot exist without 

one another ! no one lives without telling themselves stories in an interior, emotional world ! and no 

one lives without paying attention to the sights and sounds around them, ducking out of harm’s way. 

In order to make ourselves at home in the world, to make places out of spaces, we must explore our 

surroundings, all the while oscillating between these two stations of waking and dreaming. This very 

oscillation keeps us alive and balanced.  
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Walking is Simple 

 
Over and over, you're falling. And then catching yourself from falling. 
And this is how you can be walking and falling at the same time. 
"" Laurie Anderson, “Walking & Falling”5 
 
 

Walking is simple. Not everyone has the ability, leisure, or freedom to walk at will, but most 

people on the planet do it out of both necessity and desire. Children learn to walk at about a year of 

age, and if you watch them you can see walking for what it really is: a series of tumbles, barely 

caught: continually averted disaster. Why do small children ! babies, really ! do this to themselves? 

Because they want to expand their horizons. They are tired of being in the same place, tired of the 

nearly two"dimensional life they lead crawling around on the floor, eager to leave their home place 

and explore the exciting, unfamiliar space that surrounds them. Walking is how we explore the 

world.  

In her encyclopedic book, Wanderlust: A History of Walking, Rebecca Solnit compares the 

tiny falls that comprise walking to the biblical Fall from Eden6 ! that needing to know just a little bit 

more, that looking for freedom outside the heaven of home, that yearning for space outside the 

claustrophobia of place. The human drive to extend oneself. Edmund Husserl, commonly 

acknowledged as the leading figure of phenomenology, contends that at any given point our bodies 

constitute an ‘absolute here’, and that a sense of place is created out of the relationship between our 

senses #i.e., our body$ and the objects occupying what he calls our ‘near"sphere’. Walking, he argues, 

first unites ourselves, our disparate body parts,  our tumbling torsos and alternating limbs, and that 

unity as we move enables us to continually think of our bodies, despite their motion, as null, as 

‘absolute here,’ and thus to create a continuity between near"place and distant"space7 ! in other 

words, enables us to make place out of space.  

                        
5 Laurie Anderson, “Walking & Falling,” on Big Science #Burbank, CA: Warner Brothers, 1982$. 
6 Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust: A History of Walking #New York: Penguin, 2000$, 33. 
7 Edward S. Casey, The Fate of Place: A Philosophical History #Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997$, 215"228. 
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Walking is Complicated 

 
Doing nothing is hard to do. It's best done by disguising it as doing 
something, and the something closest to doing nothing is walking. 
"" Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust8 
 
 

Walking is exploring. Walking is territorializing. Walking is escape. Walking is thinking. 

Walking is mapping. Walking is sounding. Walking is listening. Walking is looking. Walking is 

counting. Walking is language. Walking is reading. Walking is storytelling. Walking is reenactment. 

Walking is performance. Walking is improvisation. Walking is religion. Walking is forgetting 

oneself. Walking is remembering. Walking is drifting. Walking is troublemaking. Walking is 

imagining. Walking is surveillance. Walking is hunting. Walking is accomplishment. Walking is 

marching. Walking is pilgrimage. Walking is penance. Walking is meditation. Walking is art. 

Walking is music. Walking is killing time. Walking is slowing down. Walking is a way of being 

together. Walking is a way of being alone. 

Walking is complicated. It’s complicated precisely because it’s so simple. Because walking is, 

as Solnit says, “the something closest to nothing,” it is capable of being inscribed with all sorts of 

different meanings. In fact, walking meditation, in which one attempts to concentrate solely on the 

experience of walking and nothing else, is incredibly difficult to do without the mind wandering off 

and doing something else at the same time. We like to walk and chew gum at the same time. There’s 

almost always an ulterior motive, a palimpsest, mapped onto our walking. We might therefore say 

that, as with listening, walking places you squarely in the middle of the waking/dreaming continuum. 

Absolute phenomenological awareness ! paying attention to all bodily and sensory cues ! would be 

the waking pole of this continuum, and losing one’s bearings while lost in a daydream might 

represent the opposite pole. Most walkers, like most listeners, spend their lives seesawing back and 

forth between the two. 

                        
8 Solnit, 5. 
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Setting Off 

Walking is complicated. And that’s what makes it so interesting. We are all walking sets of 

ears ! as well as eyes, noses, mouths, feet, swinging arms, prickling skin. We are embodied in the 

world, and we move around in it, making sound and listening despite ourselves. How can artists and 

composers make use of some of the roles that walking takes on? Where do sound, movement, space 

and time intersect? This text focuses on waking awareness, upon the intersections among 

phenomenological inquiry, sonic creativity, and musical language. I’ll introduce Christina Kubisch’s 

New York Electrical Walk #2006$, then eavesdrop on four more walks through sound, space and time 

! the Aboriginal Songlines, Hildegard Westerkamp’s acoustic ecology soundwalks, Erik Satie’s daily 

perambulations to Paris and back, and Gustav Mahler’s liberatory mountain escapes ! as a way to 

listen to New York Electrical Walk from several perspectives, and to explore how some of us might 

employ these ideas of sonic walking in future practice.  

 

2006. New York City. Walking as Improvisation 

 
The accompanying map guides the visitor to particular destinations 
in Chelsea, providing a chance to explore the city by sound rather 
than sight. The route indicated on the map is only a guideline. Please 
feel free to explore wherever you choose. Some of the sounds 
indicated on the map may not be present at all times, and there are 
always new ones to discover. 
 
Be aware: use of the headphones is not harmful; but please be careful 
as some sound sources can be very loud. In addition, please use 
caution when crossing roads.9 

 

I pull out my credit card and give it to the man behind the desk, who promptly sticks it into 

a plastic card file and hands me a heavy and unwieldy pair of headphones, apparatus for Christina 

Kubisch’s sound art piece, New York Electrical Walk. They are enormous. “Be careful,” he says. 

“Don’t turn them up too loud.” I put them on and as I descend down the creaky stairs to the 

Chelsea streets below, an ungodly drone rises from the space between my ears. 

                        
9 Christina Kubisch, New York Electrical Walk exhibition map. New York: The Kitchen, 2006. 
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Fig 4.1. Christina Kubisch, Electrical Walk, Mexico City, Mexico #2008$. 
 

Christina Kubisch is a German artist and composer who has been creating sound art with 

electromagnetic fields #among other things$ since the 1970s. The headphones she’s provided amplify 

the electromagnetic fields emanating from electrical devices; a city like New York is dense with 

these fields and saturated with sound. Her Electrical Walks series invites the public to walk through 

cities wearing these special headphones, composing personal soundtracks as they walk through the 

buzzes and drones permeating the city's electrical grid, turning the city itself into a sonic interface. 

The piece has been presented in cities throughout the world, and in 2006 it was presented at the 

Kitchen in New York City. 

As I walk the streets of Chelsea, I hear drifting fields of static, pulsing electronics, chords of 

hums, and drones. The sounds teeter on the border of signification: sci"fi, old"fashioned radio, static, 

walking on the moon, and spy missions all come to mind. That the sounds are not perfect, clean 

digital bits, that they are imperfect and unsteady, only makes them more appealing. I find myself 

navigating sonically instead of visually: walking towards sounds that grow louder as I approach, 

paying little attention to the way things look and lots of attention to the way they sound. Sometimes 
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I move back and forth rhythmically, to musical effect. There is a performative aspect to this, of 

course; I don’t conform to the visual norms of people walking somewhere purposefully nor those 

drifting by taking photographs and looking at things that interest them. In fact, the most interesting 

sounds are often to be found in the blandest visual garb: a traffic light controller box, a security gate, 

a subway grate. I also find myself walking in rhythm to the pulsing, and hearing the electronic drones 

in rhythm with my four"to"the"floor walking when there is no audible pulse in the headphones. I feel 

invincible, as if I am holding the key to a secret and magical universe, as if I have grown a sixth 

sense. And of course, I have. The headphones function as an even more literal prosthetic than the 

iPod. Like infrared goggles, they give me supernormal powers and allow me to uncover a previously 

invisible and inaudible layer of reality. A palimpsest of neither space nor time, but rather of sense, or 

spectrum. By walking my own path through the sounds of this spectrum, I am creating a world. You 

might say I am singing a world to life. 

 

In the Beginning. Australia. Walking as Creation. 

 
The Ancients sang their way all over the world. They sang the rivers 
and ranges, salt"pans and sand dunes. They hunted, ate, made love, 
danced, killed: wherever their tracks led they left a trail of music. 
 
They wrapped the whole world in a web of song; and at last, when the 
Earth was sung, they felt tired. Again in their limbs they felt the 
frozen immobility of Ages. Some sank into the ground where they 
stood. Some crawled into caves. Some crept away to their 'Eternal 
Homes', to the ancestral waterholes that bore them. 
 
All of them went 'back in'.10 

 

In 1986, Bruce Chatwin published his bestselling book, The Songlines. A weaving together of 

anthropology, fiction, and semi"scholarly conjecture, the work centered around a stunning idea, one 

that Chatwin extrapolated from his travels among the Aboriginal people of Australia and applied to 

the world at large: that the world could be looked at, or rather listened to, as an interconnected web 

of songs, that we sounded our world into existence by walking through it. In the twenty years that 

have passed, anthropologists and the Aboriginal people themselves have dismissed Chatwin’s writing 

as a simplistic projection of his own dreams and utopian fantasies onto a secretive world he knew 

little about ! but it is hard to dispute the poetry of his ideas. 

                        
10 Bruce Chatwin, The Songlines #New York: Viking Penguin, 1987$, 72"73. 
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In Chatwin’s account, Aboriginals believe that the world, once sung into existence by the 

Ancients during the Dreamtime, must continually be sung into existence in order to recreate it. 

Instead of owning fixed plots of land, the people own songlines: physical paths, and the songs that 

are sung to recreate these paths. These songs are their deeds, giving them right of way ! more 

important in the desert than owning the land itself. The songs, and their accompanying rights of 

way, are traded with neighbors in the same way as shells, feathers and sacred objects, ensuring 

peaceful coexistence. The melody of a song tells the singer the contours of the land it refers to, but 

is also recognizable across thousands of miles of pathway.11 “In theory, at least,” writes Chatwin, “the 

whole of Australia could be read as a musical score. There was hardly a rock or creek in the country 

that could not or had not been sung. One should perhaps visualise the Songlines as a spaghetti of 

Iliads and Odysseys, writhing this way and that, in which every ‘episode’ was readable in terms of 

geology… By singing the world into existence … the Ancestors had been poets in the original sense 

of poesis, meaning ‘creation’. No Aboriginal could conceive that the created world was in any way 

imperfect. His religious life had a single aim: to keep the land the way it was and should be. The man 

who went ‘Walkabout’ was making a ritual journey. He trod in the footsteps of his ancestors. He 

sang the Ancestor’s stanzas without changing a word or note ! and so recreated the Creation.”12 

Nicolas Roeg’s 1971 film, Walkabout13, portrays the unlikely desert meeting between an 

Aboriginal youth on walkabout and two stranded middle"class children, a young boy and his 

teenaged sister, whose father has committed suicide and left them to wander in the bush. The film’s 

soundtrack is remarkable in its portrayal of the sonic palimpsest, often collapsing space and time. 

About half an hour into the film, after the oasis they’ve found has disastrously run out of water, the 

girl sleeps while the young boy carelessly hums and whistles, imitating first an airplane and then the 

wind blowing through the grass, until she shushes him to sleep too. As he lies down, we hear an 

incredible mélange of sounds: the buzzing drone of insects, warbling shortwave signals, bird 

squawks, squeaks of doors, distorted and indistinct voices, and distinctly threatening footsteps. 

Beneath these sounds we see their sleeping bodies, their rapidly drying oasis miniscule in the red 

sands of the desert, a reptile’s skeleton, a bird flapping its wings unsteadily, one lizard eating 

another, the trees shivering in the wind, a pile of fruit, the flick of a lizard’s tongue, the boy 

                        
11 Ibid., 107"108. 
12 Ibid., 14"15. 
13 Walkabout, DVD, directed by Nicolas Roeg. #1971, Criterion Collection, 1998$. 
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carelessly letting a bramble fall from his hand. As he does so the sounds slow and stop, and the boy 

sees a figure in the distance: it is the Aboriginal youth, hunting.  

It is as if the songline has come to life; as if, too, it is only while they sleep, while their 

conscious mind is turned off, that they can hear these transmissions. It’s no accident that the 

soundtrack incorporates the sounds of transmission throughout #and in fact, this sound sequence 

and several others from the film are taken from Karlheinz Stockhausen’s Hymnen$. Radio 

transmission collapses both time and space in the same way as the songlines might, and the boy and 

girl are never without the portable radio they have saved from their father’s car, which transmits 

both the incongruous sounds of the westernized world #collapsed space$ and music of the past 

#collapsed time$ to an extremely foreign environment.  

Hearing and singing along with the songlines are like tuning into a transmission, a 

transmission fixed in space. The process of walkabout might be thought of as a process of sensitizing 

and tuning in to the right frequency: the frequency of the land. Only when the sister and brother are 

able to let go of their conscious minds and attachment to the sounds of another time and place are 

they able to hear the buzz and drone of the song of the land. Only by sleeping can they wake up to 

this song. Throughout the film, we see that the younger brother quickly learns to sensitize himself 

to his new environment. He is able to communicate with the Aboriginal boy through hand gestures 

and shared emotion. But with few exceptions, the sister is unwilling to attempt to tune in to her new 

reality. She obstinately carries the radio and its transmissions from the other side of the continent 

with her. The Aboriginal boy, on the other hand, becomes so sensitized and tuned in that the 

schizophonia14 of contemporary civilization #primarily manifest in the girls’ behavior upon reaching 

the abandoned farm$ kills him. 

 

                        
14 Schizophonia is R. Murray Schafer's term for the modern disconnect between sound and its source, humans and nature. 
See R. Murray Schafer, The Soundscape: Our Sonic Environment and the Tuning of the World #Rochester, VT: Destiny Books, 
1994$, 90. 
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Fig. 4.2. Walkabout, dir. Nicolas Roeg #1971$. 
 

Radio is often thought of as a collapse of time and space ! and indeed, it often functions this 

way ! but transmission can also be fused with place to create ‘electric songlines’. Like radio, the 

songline requires a sensitivity to learn and understand and sing it; it exists as an additional sonic layer 

to the palimpsest, a layer accessible only through tuning. The electromagnetic frequencies in New 

York Electrical Walk can be thought of as a kind of a priori local transmission. The work’s sense of 

permanence ! as long as the security gate functions, it will continue to emit the same 

electromagnetic frequencies ! establishes a precise relationship between place and sound. As we 

walk through the streets with Kubisch’s headphones, we walk through sound as if it were a space. 

Music and sound traditionally occupy specific temporal narrative trajectories, in which it’s crucial to 
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hear the notes in the right order. Instead of following a temporal narrative, in Kubisch’s work we are 

creating one through our own movements; the piece becomes a kind of graphical score through 

which we walk and sound. Songline works are resolutely atemporal; one must be allowed to wander. 

If we can establish a permanent link between sound and landscape, we might say that singing 

and walking the songline is reenactment, even pilgrimage. By singing and walking in the footsteps of 

others, we reclaims space as our own. As we walk through Kubisch’s electric songlines, we create 

#and re"create$ a sense of place. We might compare tuning into electric songlines and creating one’s 

own trajectory through them to the idea of the listener as composer, creating sonic and spatial 

senses of place simultaneously. You might say that we sing the space to life. 

How might artists and composers conjure the specter of songlines in public sound work? 

First and foremost, we must marry sound to place. This can be achieved in four ways: 

#a$ Process or amplify existing sonic or other data 
#b$ Transmit radio or other audio super"locally 
#c$ Embed speakers or live performers in the environment 
#d$ Map locative data to sound in an absolute way 

 

Several projects have attempted to process environmental sound and transmit it back to the 

user more musically. Sonic City #2002"2004$, a Swedish collaboration between the Interactive 

Institute and the Viktoria Institute, created a wearable interface which turned urban mobility into 

musical gesture.15 By studying people’s movements, the project’s designers were able to map different 

responses to different paths by changing the filtering and processing of the city’s noises. The recent 

! and much more accessible ! iPhone application FutureSound #2008$16 includes algorithms by several 

composers, including Scanner and David Toop, which transform the iPhone’s microphone input 

into musical sound. This idea holds a lot of potential, but the large gulf between FutureSound’s sonic 

input and musical output makes it difficult to determine the relationship between landscape and 

sound. The algorithms used in the application #and there are several of them to choose from$ all 

transform the sound into a kind of interesting musical stew bearing only a passing resemblance to its 

original source.  

 

                        
15 Interactive Institute and Viktoria Institute, Sonic City #2002"2004$, <http://www.viktoria.se/fal/projects/soniccity> 
#accessed February 27, 2009$. 
16 Royal College of Art, “FutureSound,” 2008,  
<http://www.rca.ac.uk/Default.aspx?ContentID=504177&GroupID=504175&CategoryID=36538>, #accessed March 6, 2009$. 
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Fig. 4.3. Interactive Institute and Viktoria Institute, Sonic City #2002"2004, left$. Royal College of Art, 
FutureSound screenshot #2008, right$. 

 

The Electrical Walk series both amplifies existing data and transmits audio for the audience 

to walk through. Audio transmission has often been used to create ‘electric songlines’; one intriguing 

example has been the ongoing project Microradio Sound Walk by transmission arts nonprofit 

Free103Point9. This work asks several artists to transmit audio at the same frequency in spatially 

disparate locations, then invites the audience to wander through the area; the strength of the 

competing signals grows and fades according to the walker’s distance from each of the spots of 

transmission. Microradio Sound Walk has been presented in locations as diverse as Wave Farm in 

upstate New York and Warsaw’s Center for Contemporary Art in Ujazdowski Castle. Microradio 

Sound Walk is in many ways similar to Christina Kubisch’s early electromagnetic works, which placed 

audio cables in graphical formations and then gave audience members magnetic induction cubes, and 

later special headphones, to amplify the frequencies running through the wires. By wandering 

through this environment, audience members composed soundtracks, much as they compose in the 

Electrical Walk series.17  

                        
17 Christina Kubisch, Klang Raum Licht Zeit: Works from 1980 to 2000 #Heidelberg: Kehrer, 2000$,  
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Fig. 4.4. Christina Kubisch exhibitions: Magnetic Forest #1991, Kyoto, left$ and Der Vogelbaum #1987/2000, 
Rüsselsheim, Germany, right$. 

 
 

Electrical Walks, in fact, grew out of Kubisch’s frustration with the ever"louder 

electromagnetic interference with these works. By treating noise as signal, she framed this 

interference, turning it into a fascinating work that centers upon the environment, rather than the 

artist, as a source of sonic interest.  

The most well"known work to use the idea of embedded sound is undoubtedly Max 

Neuhaus’s seminal work, Times Square, an invisible sound installation emanating from a subway 

grating on a traffic triangle near Broadway and 46th Street. The artist describes the piece: 

 
The work is an invisible, unmarked block of sound at the north end 
of the island. Its sonority, a rich harmonic sound texture resembling 
the after ring of large bells, is an impossibility within its context. 
Many who pass through it, however, can dismiss it as an unusual 
machinery sound from below ground. 
 
For those who find and accept the sound’s impossibility, though, the 
island becomes a different place, separate, but including its 
surroundings. These people, having no way of knowing that it has 
been deliberately made, usually claim the work as a place of their own 
discovering.18 

 

                        
18 Max Neuhaus, Times Square drawing, <http://www.diacenter.org/ltproj/neuhaus/neuhaus"timessquare"top.gif>. Accessed 
24 February 2009. 
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Figure 4.5. Max Neuhaus, Times Square #1977, New York, left$ and Times Square drawing #1992, right$. 
 

Neuhaus was a pioneer of the idea of sound in space as an art practice. In 1974, he wrote, 

“Traditionally, composers have placed the elements of a composition in time. One idea which I am 

interested in is locating them, instead, in space, and letting the listener place them in his own 

time.”19 And indeed, much of Neuhaus’s oeuvre, from his early piece Listening in which he led large 

groups of people on aural walks through lower Manhattan, to his transmission"based driving tours, 

to his most recent pieces creating ‘fields of sound’ strives to do just this. 

Locative media, which might generally be defined as digital media applied to physical space, 

is a new and promising avenue for would"be songline creators. By linking locational data #through 

the use of GPS$ to sound #or sonic processing$, we can create lasting links between landscape and 

sound. There have been several recent projects exploring this possibility; one of the most developed 

is the Tactical Sound Garden. Its creator, artist Mark Shepard, writes:  

 
The Tactical Sound Garden %TSG& Toolkit is an open source 
software platform for cultivating public "sound gardens" in 
contemporary cities…  
 
The TSG Toolkit enables anyone living within dense 802.11 wireless 
#WiFi$ "hot zones" to install a virtual "sound garden" for public use. 
Using a WiFi enabled mobile device #PDA, laptop, mobile phone$, 
participants "plant" sounds #or “prune” those planted by others$ 
within a positional audio environment. These plantings are mapped 
onto the coordinates of a physical location by a 3D audio engine 
common to gaming environments " overlaying a publicly constructed 
soundscape onto a specific urban space. Wearing headphones 
connected to a WiFi enabled device, participants drift though virtual 
sound gardens as they move throughout the city. 
 

                        
19 Max Neuhaus, “Program Notes: York University, Toronto #1974$” in Max Neuhaus: Sound Works, Volume I: Inscription 
#Ostfildern"Stuttgart: Cantz, 1994$, 34. 
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… Where the presence of WiFi access nodes is minimal, gardens 
simply consist of plantings along a sidewalk. Where a local density of 
nodes exists, gardens potentially take the scale of a neighborhood. In 
cities where wireless networks are pervasive, gardens potentially 
extend throughout the entire city. 

 

 
Fig. 4.6. Mark Shepard, Tactical Sound Garden concept diagram #2006$. 

 

Tactical Sound Garden is different in one important way from the other projects discussed in 

this text: it relies upon its users to provide content as well as performance. The listener becomes not 

just improviser but creator, gardener as well as explorer. Shepard writes about the TSG in the 

context of shared iPod playlists and social networking, as a way for the mobile listener to engage 

with, rather than retreat from, real people and real place. He writes, “The project attempts to 

spatialize this practice in the context of everyday urban environments as a means to transform 

passive mobile listeners into active participants in shaping the sonic topography of urban public 

space.”20 

No matter the technical means, by providing a set of possibilities for sonic navigation, 

songlines #electric or otherwise$, provide us with a map, a symbolic layer we can place over the 

experiential and physical layer of space. By mapping, we create a sense of place; placemaking is 

                        
20 Mark Shepard, The Tactical Sound Garden, in Leonardo Electronic Almanac, Locative Media Gallery, 
<http://leoalmanac.org/GALLERY/locative/tsg/index.htm2http://leoalmanac.org/GALLERY/locative/tsg/ 
index.htm,” #accessed February 25, 2009$. 
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creation. Songlines, then, are a map of Genesis: a way of falling into place, and then recreating that 

journey. And doing it again. And again. And again. 

 

1973. Vancouver, Canada. Walking as Mapping. 

 
And, sitting in the darkness of my moving cell, I recognized, echoing 
in my tired brain, all the characteristic sounds of a town I’d loved, 
and of a certain hour of the day which I had always particularly 
enjoyed. The shouts of newspaper"boys in the already languid air, the 
last calls of birds in the public garden, the cries of sandwich"vendors, 
the screech of trams at the steep corners of the upper town, and that 
faint rustling overhead as darkness sifted down upon the harbour. 
"" Albert Camus, L’Étranger21 

 

It’s eleven a.m. in Vancouver, raining lightly. Hildegard Westerkamp a German woman in 

her twenties, wanders slowly along the edge of the harbor, Nagra tape recorder strapped to her body, 

microphone aimed at the sounds of the raindrops hitting the lapping waves, a distant ferry motor, 

birds screeching far away. She walks right up to the edge of the water, nudging the microphone 

closer, investigating its timbre, its pitches and rhythms, then jumps back, shocked by a loud ship’s 

horn; she smiles. She scribbles a note about her location and its sounds, then continues slowly along 

her way. She will spend all day aurally exploring and mapping the sounds of the city. 

Westerkamp has been a leading voice in the acoustic ecology movement for more than 

thirty"five years, ever since she joined R. Murray Schafer and his colleagues at Simon Fraser 

University’s World Soundscape Project in creating the WSP’s first big project: Vancouver Soundscape 

#1973$22, a double LP which included a substantial text. Schafer, in pioneering the idea of acoustic 

ecology, wrote that by learning to appreciate the soundscape around us #a term he invented$, we might 

learn to create acoustic environments that nurture us, rather than noisy environments that exhaust 

us. Though Schafer is sometimes criticized as overly polemic in his categorization of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ 

sounds, his ideas have had broad impact. Acoustic ecology, pioneered by Schafer and explored in 

depth in his seminal book The Tuning of the World, has catalyzed a wide range of interdisciplinary 

activity, from aural histories to soundscape compositions to music education and of course, acoustic 

design. 

                        
21 Albert Camus, quoted in Schafer, 180. 
22 World Soundscape Project, Document No. 5, The Vancouver Soundscape, #Vancouver: Simon Fraser University, 1973$. 
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In The Tuning of the World, Schafer clearly delineates the difference between a listening walk 

and a soundwalk: “A listening walk and a soundwalk,” he writes, “are not quite the same thing… A 

listening walk is simply a walk with a concentration on listening… The soundwalk is an exploration 

of the soundscape of a given area using a score as a guide. The score consists of a map, drawing the 

listener’s attention to unusual sounds and ambiences to be heard along the way… When the 

soundwalker is instructed to listen to the soundscape, he is audience; when he is asked to participate 

with it, he becomes composer"performer. In one soundwalk a student asked participants to enter a 

store and to tap the tops of all tinned goods, thus turning the grocery store into a Caribbean steel 

band. In another, participants were asked to compare the pitches of drainpipes on a city street; in 

another, to sing tunes around the different harmonics of neon lights.”23  

     
 

Fig. 4.7. The Vancouver Soundscape album cover #1973, left$; Hildegard Westerkamp #right$. 
 

This notion of an acoustic ecology soundwalk is probably the first thing most people think 

of when the term ‘sound walk’ is mentioned #if they’ve ever heard the phrase at all$. Schafer equates a 

score with a map: both consist of a set of instructions for carving out a sonic sense of place from 

both time and space. At the end of the book which accompanies Vancouver Soundscape, a soundwalk 

is offered to the listener. It begins with the following steps: 

 
Take a Hastings or Victoria bus in downtown Vancouver as far as 
Main Street. As you deposit your fare, notice the different sounds 
made by the various coins. Ask the driver to call out Main Street. If 

                        
23 Schafer, 212"213. 
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you are fortunate, you will encounter a truly professional driver who 
has his street"calling technique developed to a bardic form. En route, 
close your eyes and listen to the environment around you. How many 
languages are being spoken? What sound patterns occur at each stop? 
 
1$ Disembark at Main Street and walk north towards the waterfront. 
Note how the traffic noise changes on the way and at what point you 
are re"united with the sound of your footsteps. 
 
2$ At the corner of Main and Alexander, stop and listen to the hum 
of the Western Electric neon light. Can you find its predominant 
pitch by humming with it?24 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.8. “A Vancouver Soundwalk,” from The Vancouver Soundscape.25 
 

The soundwalk asks us to perform both listening and sounding, though the sounding is 

always in the service of listening. By asking us to pay attention to and even to make specific sounds, 

the score/map reminds us of sounds we may not otherwise have noticed. By humming the pitch of 

                        
24 World Soundscape Project, 71. 
25 Ibid., 70. 
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the neon light, we embody the sound, feel our connection with the neon, its light and its sound. We 

are in every sense reading a map, reenacting the walk of one who has gone before. But all maps 

eventually end, and as always we are left to find our own way, our own sounds. The map is, in a sense, 

a set of training wheels. 

A map can also be defined as a set of choices. We might draw a map of our hometown which 

includes the tallest trees, our favorite restaurants, the houses of our friends, or in this case, sounds 

that have brought us pleasure. In her book of essays on electro"acoustic music, Sounding Art, 

Katharine Norman describes map not as territory, but rather as that part of the territory that has 

passed through the map"maker’s filter.26 Because maps are the results of these filters, they reveal as 

much or more about the map"maker than they do about the territory. Maps always have an agenda, 

conscious or not. A map of the world made in the United States will show it occupying the center of 

the world. A map of my neighborhood restaurants will probably leave out the spot that left me sick 

for two days. The resolution of a map is much, much lower than real life, and things get left out ! 

that’s its purpose, after all. Otherwise, the map would become equal to the territory and hence 

redundant; a quandary which Jorge Luis Borges wrote about in his wonderful short"short story, “On 

Exactitude in Science,”27 which describes the map of an empire which occupies the entire empire. 

Too much information is just as limiting as not enough. 

Maps represent possibility, yawning space that calls out for explorers to create place. Maps 

feel like play, because they allow us to temporarily drop our usual humdrum, well"memorized 

identities and imagine another world, create order from entropy. They are symbolic representations 

of how someone conquered space to create place. They stimulate the imagination. It’s hard to look 

at a map without imagining what’s there, without imagining oneself there. When we do, in fact, light 

out for the territory, map in hand, we superimpose a symbolic space over a real one, creating a 

palimpsest of time and place. We reenact someone else’s journey at the same time as we create our 

own sense of place, and we try to line these moiré patterns up with the sensory input we receive 

from our eyes, ears, nose, mouth, skin. If the map is one we are familiar with, it may additionally 

release torrents of memories ! another layer. Norman describes looking at a London Underground 

‘tube’ map and immediately recalling errands to purchase “semi"transparent manuscript paper,” 

                        
26 Katharine Norman, Sounding Art #Aldershot, UK: Ashgate, 2004$, 62. 
27 Jorge Luis Borges, “On Exactitude in Science,” The Maker #1960$, in Collected Fictions, trans. Andrew Hurley  #New York: 
Viking, 1998$, 325. 
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“dreary oboe lessons,” “the ghastly bedsit in Finsbury Park,” a “sunny school trip to the Natural 

History Museum.”28 As time goes by, territories change and even disappear, while our mental maps 

stay the same. Before we know it, we are once again tearing holes in the temporal and spatial fabric 

of our lives. When Baron Haussmann knocked down and remade Paris in the 19th century, he left 

behind the geography of memory: a million interior maps of Paris that were suddenly useless.  

 

But hang on: wake up! We’re treading dangerously close to the idea of dreaming and the 

resonance of memory. Back to the sounds of right now, right here. 

 

New York Electrical Walk included a map along with Kubisch’s special headphones, a map 

explicitly presented as an educational exercise, as training wheels. The map’s route traveled a several"

block radius surrounding the Kitchen, which is located in Manhattan’s Chelsea neighborhood. 

Kubisch structured her map as a loop around the neighborhood, with 22 sonic stops marked off and 

explained. Like R. Murray Schafer’s soundwalks, the map is structured as an active exercise with 

specific instructions. 

The visual design of pathways with dots representing stops implies a kind of sight"seeing 

#sound"listening$ tour in which the stops are all"important and the time spent walking between them 

is incidental. The experience of the piece is not at all like this, but is rather a kind of sonic drift in 

which features of the soundscape gradually emerge and are subsumed. “What constitutes a kind of 

significant point or singularity in sound is so different from %that singularity& in visual and physical 

geography,” says Christoph Cox, who has curated the Electrical Walks. “It draws the coordinates of a 

place in a very different way.”  Because sound is intrinsically in motion, bouncing off walls and cliffs 

and floors, vibrating everything in its path, it can almost never be perceived as occupying fixed 

points in space in the same way that, say, a chair can. Sound depends upon and occupies space, but is 

much fuzzier when it comes to actually defining space. 

                        
28 Norman, 64"65. 
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In fact, spatial data is generally better represented by visuals, temporal data by sound. How, 

then, can we create a map of sound, which by its very nature resonates space and changes over time? 

Any visual map is a temporal snapshot. Everything changes: not only the territory, but what we value 

in the territory. We, the mapmakers, change from moment to moment. How can we portray both 

the spatiality and the temporality of sound with a map? This is a quandary without easy answers, but 

we might look to past examples of sonic maps for inspiration. These fall into two broad categories: 

visual, or graphical maps which represent sound, and sonic maps, maps actually made out of sound, 

which exist as sonic streams.  

The booklet that accompanied the WSP’s first big project, The Vancouver Soundscape, is 

ambitious in scope and revealing as cartography. In addition to the soundwalk map which I have 

mentioned, it contains nearly thirty graphical maps plotting everything from the saturation of local 

radio stations to the pitches of telephone ringback sounds in various telephone exchanges to the 

location and directionality of the area’s foghorns. The authors discuss the importance of keynotes 

#sounds so endemic to a place that they’re not noticed, such as rain$, signals #sounds which are 

foregrounded to provide potentially emergency information, such as sirens$ and soundmarks #sounds 

which most people notice and enjoy in the soundscape$. The book begins with nearly twenty pages 

of earwitness accounts of Vancouver throughout history, from an indigenous Squamish prayer to the 

journals of early explorers to newspaper reports from the 19th century to memoirs of the early 20th 

century by interviewees. These texts, too, might be considered a map of the region ! perhaps in and 

of themselves, but certainly taken as a whole ! containing information about the sounds of 

Vancouver throughout time and space. They give us information about which sounds might be 

considered keynotes #the deep silence of the birdless forests, the low whistle through the pines, the 

sound of the ocean against the mountains$, signals #sleigh bells on horses, train whistles$ and 

soundmarks #the Princess of Vancouver steam whistle, the Holy Rosary bells$.  

One interesting map in Vancouver Soundscapes attempts to show both the spatial and 

temporal data of the foghorns that might be heard from Stanley Park, near Lumberman’s Arch 

#particularly in the foggy fall and winter$.29 This map maroons the musical notation of each foghorn’s 

approximate pitch and duration in a sea of wavy lines, corresponding roughly to its placement in 

both space and time #though space is quite abstracted, since it is portrayed on a vertical axis similar 

                        
29 World Soundscape Project, 33. 
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to a system of staves$. Musical notation itself might be seen as the map to a piece of music; certainly, 

the notation sitting there is not music ! it needs a performance, a human exploration, to bring it to 

life. Another map, entitled Isobel Map of Stanley Park plots the ambient noise levels of Vancouver’s 

largest city park in topographical detail. One can immediately see zones of relative quiet #40 dBA$ 

and much louder areas near the bridge #70 dBA, which is the level at which hearing loss may occur 

with too much exposure$. It’s easy to see that looking at these maps tells us much more about the 

WSP and its interests than it even tells us about the mapped area itself. 

 

 

Fig. 4.10. Map of Vancouver Soundmarks, included in The Vancouver Soundscape.30 
 

 

 

Fig. 4.11. Map of foghorn pitches in Vancouver Harbour, included in The Vancouver Soundscape.31 

                        
30 World Soundscape Project, 43. 
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Fig. 4.12. Map of sound levels in Stanley Park, Vancouver, included in The Vancouver Soundscape.32 
 

Might there be another way to include both spatial and temporal information in a map? 

What about making a map out of sound itself? In Sounding Art, Norman describes a scene from the 

Krzysztof Kieslowski film, The Double Life of Véronique. Véronique receives a cassette tape in the 

mail from a secret admirer. Listening to the tape over and over again with headphones, she is able to 

make out clues to its space and time. By listening to the cassette and learning to recognize the 

sounds, she is able to track down a café at the train station where the man who has been haunting 

her sits, waiting for her to find him. That cassette ! a simple strand of tape inscribed with magnetic 

impressions ! becomes a map of place inscribed in sonic time; not too different, in fact, from an 

Aboriginal songline.  

Maps are often thought of as simply plotting physical space #and less often, time$, but they 

can plot anything: the mysterious, miniscule landscape of DNA, the sorrows of a lifetime, great 

plans for the future. A thousand map"makers, a thousand maps. Everyone perceives their 

                                                                          
31 Ibid., 33. 
32 Ibid., 51. 
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surroundings slightly differently and represents them in a slightly different symbolic way. And that 

goes for sonic surroundings, too. Steven Feld, who has written a great deal about the importance of 

soundscape to culture, writes: 

 
Soundscapes, no less than landscapes, are not just physical exteriors, 
spatially surrounding or apart from human activity. Soundscapes are 
perceived and interpreted by human actors who attend to them as a 
way of making their place in and through the world. Soundscapes are 
invested with significance by those whose bodies and lives resonate 
with them in social time and space. Like landscapes, they are as much 
psychical as physical phenomena, as much cultural constructs as 
material ones.33 

 

One could map a soundwalk into the imagination ! and Hildegard Westerkamp has done 

just that, several times. In her three decades of leadership in the acoustic ecology and soundscape 

composition worlds, she has expanded both map and territory, making her soundwalks a journey 

into her own psyche as well as through physical space and time. Pieces like Talking Rain, A Walk in 

the City, Kits Beach Soundwalk, and her more recent India pieces, provide passage from physical to 

symbolic space #and sometimes back again$. Like a lot of music #which is also a map of sorts$, she 

begins by making us familiar in one place, then sending us on a journey somewhere else.  

Kits Beach Soundwalk begins in an unsurprising location for Westerkamp: a calm, windless 

day on a Vancouver beach. Westerkamp narrates the situation for the listener, bringing other senses 

in: feel and smell: 

 
It’s slightly overcast and very mild for January. It’s absolutely wind"
still. The ocean is flat, just a bit rippled in places. Ducks are quietly 
floating on the water. I’m standing among some large rocks full of 
barnacles and seaweed. The water moves calmly, through crevices. 
The barnacles put out their fingers to feed on the water. The tiny 
clicking sounds that you hear are the meeting of the water and the 
barnacles. It trickles and clicks and sucks and…34 

 

Everything that Westerkamp has stated so far is self"evident. But the barnacle sounds are 

quiet, and not readily audible until attention is called to them. Once she has begun talking about 

them, her language becomes more poetic: “trickles and clicks and sucks.” We’re taking a left turn 

here, to a more poetic place. And then she begins to play with the listener’s perceptions and trust. “I 

could shock you or fool you by saying that the soundscape is this loud. %turns up signal&. But it is 

                        
33 Steven Feld, “A Rainforest Acoustemology,” in The Auditory Culture Reader, ed. Michael Bull and Les Back #Oxford: Berg, 
2003$, 226. 
34 Hildegard Westerkamp, Kits Beach Soundwalk. On Transformations #Montreal: Empreintes DIGITALes, 1996$. 
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more like this. %turns signal back down&.” The map"maker always gets to play God, and this is no less 

true for a sonic map than for a visual one. And if God wants to make a map of the small, bright 

sounds and not the loud, low"frequency ones, she can: 

 
“Suddenly the background sound of the city seems louder again. It 
interferes with my listening. It occupies all acoustic space and I can’t 
hear the barnacles in all their tininess. It seems too much effort to 
filter the city out… Luckily we have band"pass filters and equalizers. 
We can just go into the studio and get rid of the city. Pretend it’s not 
there. Pretend we are somewhere far, far away.”35 

 

And just like that ! we are in that faraway place, a place that perhaps exists only between 

Westerkamp’s ears, liminal, floating between the physical world of the Kits Beach barnacles and the 

psychic world of Westerkamp’s dreams. “I often hear these tiny sounds in my dreams,” she says. 

“Those are the healing dreams.”  And she slowly describes four dreams, dreams about ancient 

women and biting and singing and tiny bullets and Xenakis and even Mozart sparkling away. We are 

given plenty of time between stories to inhabit this world ourselves, to make it our own as we follow 

along her sonic path. “As soon as I make space to hear sounds like this, or to dream them, then I feel 

the strength to face the city again,” she says, “or even to be playful with it. Play with the monster. 

Then I can face the monster.” And the low frequencies suddenly, almost shockingly, warble back in, 

made unsteady in the studio, much louder than remembered. 

Throughout the process of following Westerkamp’s sonic map, a path that takes us from the 

alleged here and now of the beach to the faraway reaches of her psyche, we are reenacting her 

experience. How might this compare to our experience with Kubisch’s New York Electrical Walk? 

Westerkamp’s piece might be thought of as reenactment and Kubisch’s as exploration. What is the 

relationship between these two? We might think of reenactment and exploration as opposite poles 

of dreaming and waking, but in fact we are all on individual journeys through this territory; maps, 

whether made of lines or sounds, only guide us. By following Westerkamp’s map, we create our own 

psychic place from a territory of tinkling barnacles and another person’s dreams. By following 

Kubisch’s map, we create a map of a place that may never be heard by us again, but which will 

remain in our psychic system, our memory. The maps we create ! whether they are graphical or 

sonic ! are a way of marking territory, a way of remembering things.  

 

                        
35 Westerkamp, Kits Beach Soundwalk. 
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1903. Paris, France. Walking as Rhythm and Repetition. 

 
Before writing a work, I walk around it several times, accompanied by 
myself. 
"" Erik Satie, preface to Aperçus désagréable #1912$36 

 

It’s 2:30 in the morning, and a cold drizzle splashes through the gutters. Erik Satie walks 

heavily through the cobblestoned Paris streets, a hammer stuffed into the pocket of his velvet suit in 

case of trouble. Themes from the cabaret songs he’s been playing all night at Le Chat Noir repeat 

endlessly in his head juxtaposed with fragments of old piano pieces and the steady rhythm of his feet 

over the cobblestones: left, right. Left. Right. It’s a long walk back to Arcueil, the industrial suburb 

where he lives: six miles, but he’s used to it. He has been walking this route, two hours each way, day 

and night for years, wearing the same  identical velvet suits, scribbling musical ideas into his 

notebook under the street lamps, coming home alone to his shabby apartment in Arcueil, an 

industrial suburb south of Paris. It’s his rhythm and his ritual.  

Satie’s famous quote ! “Before writing a work, I walk around it several times, accompanied 

by myself” ! is often used to reference his exploration of stasis as a way of approaching music from 

many different angles. And it’s undeniable that his harmonic stasis and repetitions are analogous to 

walking around a series of chords or a melody and hearing it from several different directions. But 

what if we also took him at his word? What if in the process of composing he literally walked round 

a piece several times, accompanied by himself? Satie was known to write out his musical ideas at 

night, on foot, and it seems likely to me that the repetition of his walks and the cabaret tunes 

circling through his head contributed to his explorations of ritual, repetition, boredom and stasis. 

He did, in fact, walk nearly four hours a day for much of the last twenty"five years of his life, from 

the grubby environs of Arcueil to the cafés and cabarets of Montparnasse and Montmartre and back 

again late at night. This route was a ritual for him, a ritual which acquired great depth over the years 

and became an integral part of his composition process. Satie generally came up with his basic 

musical ideas on his night walks from Paris to Arcueil, stopping under the street"lamps to jot down 

phrases in his notebook. In the mornings, he walked more leisurely to Paris, stopping at cafés along 

the way to carefully notate his pieces in elegant calligraphy. It seems plausible that the quote above 

is literal; that Satie walked home with cabaret songs and concert music and melodies he was working 

                        
36 Erik Satie, note to his 1912 Aperçus désagréables, quoted in A Mammal’s Notebook: Collected Writings of Erik Satie, ed. Ornella 
Volta, trans. Antony Melville #London: Atlas Press, 1996$, 190. 
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on stuck in his head. By internally looping them in his head to the rhythmic context of his walking, 

Satie #who almost never composed at a piano$ may have rehearsed all kinds of different 

harmonizations, trying out different contexts for the panoply of musical phrases circling round his 

head, all to his steady and insistent footsteps. 

It’s clear that repetition and ritual were part of Satie’s musical DNA long before he moved 

to Arcueil. Vexations, written in 1893, asks the performer#s$ to repeat the same one"minute sequence 

840 times. There is some speculation that he in fact may have suffered from Obsessive Compulsive 

Disorder or Asperger’s Syndrome; certainly his obsession with esoteric cults, his matching velvet 

suits and handkerchiefs, and his meticulously cataloged drawings of imaginary buildings reveal an 

eccentric who was consumed with order, form and symmetry. Certainly, Satie moved to Arceuil for 

financial reasons. Rather than argue that Satie’s walks created a fascination with repetition and 

ritual, I propose that his move to Arcueil enabled him to indulge that fascination, giving him a 

central ritual in his life, one that acted as a macrocosmic ordering of his life, and upon which he 

relied for his compositional process. 

The more often a phrase is repeated, the more musical power it gains. Play a phrase once, 

and it’s fleeting. Play it 3 times and it’s a pattern. Play it 36 times and it’s a structure. Play it 840 

times ! as with Vexations ! and it becomes a sonic space with some permanence; we might almost 

call it a soundmark. The longer a phrase is repeated, the more time there is to listen to it closely, to 

hear its minute variations. In this, Satie prophesied Morton Feldman. By employing repetition, I 

believe Satie hoped to achieve a kind of stasis that would allow music to escape time and narrative 

trajectory, and represent a kind of permanent now. 

As Satie walked, he would have created a rhythmic context within his walking. This happens 

to all of us. Whether we are hearing “Left! Left! Left Right Left!” in our brains, or gently waltzing 

“One two three” down the street, our bodies and minds nearly automatically organize rhythmic 

information into patterns. He may even have changed meter with a single decision, a single step, 

turning on a dime from duple to triple or back again. Juxtaposed against this rhythmic context 

would have been tunes: melodies from the cabaret songs he played for so long, melodies from his 

own piano works, melodies from other concert music, melodies made up on the spot. Satie had been 

listening to cabaret and music"hall music his entire life, as his father and stepmother wrote and 
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published light music. He himself looked down on it, referring to it as “stupid and dirty”37 but his 

music is full of cabaret quotations. We might imagine Satie as retreating daily to a walking musical 

workshop in his head, looping and reharmonizing melodies over and over. His works might be heard 

as finessed transcriptions of his walks themselves. 

In John Supko’s unpublished dissertation, Points and Lines, he analyzes two of Satie’s pieces 

from a cinematic point of view. He writes that Satie used talea, or isorhythms, to create a kind of 

frame, a constantly moving ‘now’ in his music, and that the ‘images’ which then take place, are 

temporally juxtaposed against this steadily moving world.38 This is an intriguing framing of the 

music, but I think that instead of thinking of the talea as frames, we might indeed think of them as 

walking footsteps, as emblematic of life’s steady journey as a rhythmic context for the coming and 

going of the various ‘images’ of our life. Whether the talea are frames or steps, they serve as 

containers against which narrative spontaneity can be highlighted. Many of Satie’s pieces function in 

this programmatic, almost synaesthetic way, most explicitly 1914’s Sports et Divertissements. 

If we combine these ideas: repetition as stasis, quotation, and rhythmic context as cinematic 

or walking structure, we can think of Satie’s music as not necessarily existing in space, but rather as 

unfolding in space. Like the Cubist painters he adored, Satie wanted to explore music from different 

angles. His compositional walking process allowed him to equate music with place, to walk around 

his melodies with all the time in the world; after all, he had four hours a day walking time. By 

orchestrating his walking process complete, rather than simply the highlights, I believe he 

discovered a way to allow the listener to reenact his own experience of walking around a series of 

chords ! spryly, or with melancholy, or with wit. We might even extend this walking metaphor to 

what Supko terms his ‘jump cuts’ or ‘mosaic’ technique.39 Walking in cities is unique in that one’s 

visual sphere is limited. Often there are tall buildings above, and the street is narrow. Unlike, say, 

climbing a mountain, city walking offers few narrative arcs, but rather environments that can 

completely change quite suddenly. Satie’s technique of juxtaposing disparate material abruptly is not 

unlike the experience of turning the corner in a city and entering a completely different 

environment. The ‘images’ are completely different, but often the rhythmic context, the footsteps, 

stay the same. Again, this seems to me to be a way of making audible to the listener what Satie 

                        
37 Robert Orledge, Satie the Composer #Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990$, 7. 
38 John Supko, “Points and Lines” #Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 2009$, 173"177. 
39 Supko, 104"117. 
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himself may have experienced in his musical mind during these walks: jump cuts, rhythmic loops, 

passing images.  

Many of these ideas can be heard in 1903’s Trois morceaux en forme de poire, which seems to 

walk through a kind of cloud of musical memories, a series of borrowed and reharmonized looping 

motifs from his older works and his cabaret songs. In the first movement, for instance, one can 

almost hear Satie walking through the Gnossiennes as if they are a space to be explored. Satie’s move 

to Arcueil tipped him into a creative crisis which lasted for many years, broken only by this piece 

and a few other short works. Although he was excited about the new direction Trois morceaux 

pointed towards, it was to be many years until it reached fruition. Perhaps he needed the depth of 

repetition and ritual to build up on his walks, as well as the confidence gained from his years 

studying at the Schola Cantorum. Later works, such as 1916’s Parade, show a much greater mastery of 

quotation, reharmonization, and juxtaposition, as well as a fascination with mirror structure, as if 

one was walking backwards through the same route to arrive at the beginning point.  

Kubisch’s Electrical Walk series manifests the kind of musical stasis Satie might have dreamt 

of, music married to space rather than time, and ideas of repetition, ritual and rhythm #though 

certainly not quotation$ are prominent in her work. The electromagnetic waves are embedded in the 

environment, so a walker traveling the same route daily, as Satie did, would more or less hear the 

same looped repetitions in the same places. Her piece allows the audience to explore it at their own 

tempo, within their own rhythmic context. By marrying a personal rhythmic context based on 

movement #for instance staying still, walking briskly in duple meter, or strolling gently in three$ with 

the buzzes and drones of the electromagnetic waves, the listener becomes a partner in perceiving 

and creating a musical work.  

Satie’s ideas of repetition also seem uniquely suited to the Electrical Walks, many of whose 

sounds are rhythmic and repetitive in themselves. In fact, some of the repetitions are so persuasive 

in their loops that they affect the listener’s rhythmic context by determining the speed of the 

listener’s steps. Between these looped rhythms and the rhythmic context of the walk, the listener 

balances ostinatos and meter while changing the sonic landscape through her navigation of the city 

streets through the beeps, drones and pulses of the electromagnetic waves. She explores. 

How else might sound artists think about these ideas of rhythm, ritual and repetition? One 

might think about the idea of reenacting not only one’s walk #as with the sound maps we’ve 
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explored$ but also one’s own sonic process. In the first section of this text we investigated ways of 

detaching music from time and marrying it to place, thereby giving the listener a sonic playground to 

explore at will simply through walking. In other words, creating a sonic map through which to walk. 

But what would it sound like to reenact our own sonic thoughts onto the spaces where we, as artists, 

regularly walk?  

We might also start thinking about the rhythmic context of walking. Everyone carries this 

internal structure of rhythm with them, though perhaps unconsciously, and it can be powerfully 

harnessed as a sonic or musical component, just as existing sounds in the soundscape can become 

part of a headphone soundtrack. In Janet Cardiff’s narrative sound walks, for instance, this sense of 

rhythmic walking is largely ignored but then surfaces at odd moments, for instances when a small 

child begins singing a counting nursery rhyme in your ear.40 She also thinks about the larger rhythm 

of walking. “One thing I try to do,” she writes, “is to slow the walker down, so that it becomes the 

speed of a thinking walker. If I want to create a bit of tension I increase the speed of the gait.”41 

This use of the rhythm of walking seems oddly ignored in sound art, and might be quite fruitful; for 

instance, we might use GPS data to map a listener’s path, and embed each block with static blocks 

of repeated loops, mapped in tempo by pedometer to the listener’s stride. 

 

1908. Toblach, Italy. Walking as Forgetting. 

 
Whither shall I go? I go, I wander to the mountains, 
I seek rest for my lonely heart! 
I wander to my homeland, my home! 
I will never roam afar. 
My heart is quiet and awaits its hour! 
Everywhere the dear earth blossoms in spring and becomes green 
Anew! The blue horizon shines everywhere and eternally 
Eternally… eternally…42 
"" Gustav Mahler, final lyrics of Der Abschied !Das Lied von der Erde" 

 

It’s barely dawn, and the world is about to lighten. Gustav Mahler awakes, puts on his shoes 

and suspenders and woolen hat, and tiptoes out of his house. In the blue light he can hear the low 

calls of night birds, distant cowbells, the wind through the pines. The sounds of the night. He has a 

                        
40 Janet Cardiff, Münster Walk, 1997. Münster, Germany. Audio available on Schaub, The Walk Book CD, Track 2.  
41 Mirjam Schaub, Janet Cardiff: The Walk Book, ed. Thyssen"Bornemisza Art Contemporary, Vienna, in collaboration with 
Public Art Fund, New York #Vienna: Thyssen"Bornemisza Art Contemporary, 2005$, 74. 
42 Gustav Mahler, lyrics to Der Abschied, in Das Lied von der Erde, quoted in Constantin Floros, Gustav Mahler: The 
Symphonies #1985$, trans. Vernon Wicker #Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1993$, 263. 
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lot on his mind: his failing heart, a symphony to write, telegrams to send regarding his move to New 

York, difficulties with his wife, and worst of all, the grief surrounding his daughter’s death. But right 

now he doesn’t want to think about any of that. He wants to walk through the silence and listen to 

sound clarified by space; he wants to lose himself in liberatory sound. 

Mahler, well known for his walking, walked to forget. He didn’t like to just stroll ! he liked 

to go on long, physical walks up mountains. He liked to tire himself out. It was in these moments of 

completely losing himself to sound, to land, that he found the inspiration for his music. “Mahler,” 

writes Donald Mitchell, “walked not only on his feet but also with his ears… a walk for this wholly 

extraordinary man was as much a sonorous experience as a matter of physical locomotion.”43 In 

several essays, Mitchell persuasively argues not only that Mahler’s walking always found its way into 

his music ! virtually all of his symphonies employ a march at some point ! but that increasingly, the 

rhythms of his marches are halted by free, unmetered, natural sound: birdsong, cowbells, and wind, 

freed from the bars of ordinary musical time.44 These sounds, progressively less bound to their 

musical contexts, might in fact be heard as moments of liberation that Mahler experienced from the 

burden of his identity. For Mahler’s identity issues weighed on him. “I am thrice homeless,” he once 

stated. “As a native of Bohemia in Austria, as an Austrian among Germans, and as a Jew throughout 

the world. Everywhere an intruder, never welcomed.”45 When he wandered through the forest he 

was nether Bohemian nor Austrian nor German, neither Jew nor Gentile, neither intruder nor at 

home. He was simply a pair of ears, a set of legs. A bird call. The plunk of a stone. 

This dialectic between the metered march and the unmetered cry, the cultured and the 

natural, plays out in all of his works. Mitchell writes that Mahler moved from the symbolic use of 

mimesis in his early works to a more literal use of mimesis in later works. His attraction to the 

nocturnal soundscape is particularly noteworthy ! the awakening from night which begins the First 

Symphony, the watery sounds, night birds and cowbells of the Seventh, and especially Der Abschied, 

the final movement of his remarkable Das Lied von der Erde !Songs of the Earth". Nighttime is potent as 

a symbol of losing oneself, because we forget ourselves when we sleep. And the night is filled with a 

deep silence and clarity. Night walks may have seemed to him like ultimate liberation. 

                        
43 Donald Mitchell, “Mahler and Nature: Landscape into Music #1985$” in Discovering Mahler: Writings on Mahler, 1955#2005 
#Woodbridge, UK: Beydell Press, 2007$, 479. 
44 For instance, Donald Mitchell, “Mahler on the Move: His Seventh Symphony” and “Mahler and Nature: Landscape into 
Music #1985$”, both in Discovering Mahler: Writings on Mahler, 1955#2005, 394"410 and 477"489. 
45 Donald Mitchell, Gustav Mahler: The Early Years #London: Rockliff, 1958$, 2. 
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Walking was so important to Mahler that during the terrible summer of 1907, after losing 

both his position at the Vienna Opera and much worse, his beloved daughter Maria to scarlet fever, 

the news from his doctor that he had heart trouble and should not exercise at all, was not only 

personally but creatively debilitating to him. In two letters to his friend Bruno Walter, Mahler 

wrote: 

 
For years I had been used to persistent and vigorous exercise. To 
wander around in mountains and forests, and to carry away my 
sketches from them in a kind of insolent robbery. I went to the desk 
only as a peasant goes to the barn: to give form to my sketches. 
Moreover, spiritual indispositions retreated after a hearty march 
#especially uphill$. " Now I am supposed to avoid every exertion, 
monitor myself constantly, not walk much… 
 
%and in the next letter&: 
 
… But I can only come to myself and become conscious of myself 
here in solitude. " For ever since that panic terror I felt that time, I 
have tried to do nothing other than to look away and avert my ears. " 
If I am to find the way back to my self, then I must give myself up to 
the horrors of loneliness…. But, without here trying to explain or 
describe to you something for which there are perhaps no words at 
all, I shall only tell you that quite simply at a stroke I lost all the 
clarity and reassurance that I ever achieved; and that I stood vis"à"vis 
de rien %face to face with nothing& and now at the end of a life I must 
learn to walk and stand as a beginner… And as regards my “work,” it 
is also somewhat depressing first to have to unlearn things. I can't 
work at a desk. For my inner activity I need outer activity… An 
ordinary moderate march gives me such quickening of pulse and 
anxiety that I never achieve the goal of walking: to forget one's body… I 
confess " superficial though it seems " this is the greatest calamity 
that has ever befallen me. I must absolutely begin a new life " and in 
that I am also a complete beginner.46 %emphasis mine&. 

 

‘The goal of walking: to forget one’s body.’ And perhaps the rest of oneself? In late 1907 or early 

1908, an admirer sent Mahler a book of translated T’ang Dynasty poems, Die chinesische flöte !The 

Chinese Flute", in which the grief"stricken composer immersed himself.47 The volume formed the 

basis of his next work, Das Lied von der Erde !Songs of the Earth", an orchestral song cycle based on 

poems by Li Bai, Qian Qi, Meng Haoran and Wang Wei. These poets, though their texts had been 

unrecognizably filtered through generations of translations, expressed a sense of liberation through 

their wanderings that Mahler had been approaching in his music. Li Bai and Wang Wei, in 

particular, are regarded as two of the founding poets of Zen in China. In this context, Mahler’s 

affinity for their work is especially apt. His description of himself as an ‘absolute beginner’ needing 

                        
46 Gustav Mahler, quoted in Steven Hefling, Das Lied von der Erde #Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000$, 33"34. 
47 Stuart Feder, Gustav Mahler: A Life in Crisis #New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004$, 144"145. 
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to ‘give %himself& up to the horrors of loneliness’ in the letter quoted above is strikingly similar to the 

Zen principles of ‘beginner’s mind’ and sitting zazen meditation. One of the main principles of zazen 

meditation is being willing to sit alone and confront oneself, without distractions, and the well"

known Zen teacher Shunryu Suzuki famously wrote, "In the beginner's mind there are many 

possibilities, in the expert's there are few."48  

Der Abschied famously ends with a beautiful, drawn out, unresolved chord which seems to 

have abandoned meter and the idea of a goal completely. It is as if Mahler has completely 

surrendered to a sound more beautiful than anything he has known, to a feeling of timeless 

liberation. It’s an abandonment of the march.  

Music, then, was essentially escapist for both Mahler and Satie, though in different ways. 

We might say that where Satie retreated inside his musical imagination, Mahler looked outside 

himself, to nature as escape. City walks, which tend to come in blocks, have a more homogenous 

narrative topography than nature walks, which include climactic climbs, sudden obstacles #streams, 

rocks, mountains$ and twists and turns along the way. In his work, Mahler orchestrates 

extraordinary liberatory moments that suddenly come upon him in these twists and turns, whereas 

Satie orchestrates the hypnotic rhythm, magic and loneliness of the walks themselves, escaping 

monotony by going straight through boredom to fascination. Mahler retreats outside himself to get 

somewhere internal: the liberatory moment. Satie retreats inside himself as he journeys to an outer 

goal: Arcueil or Montmartre.  

In the Electrical Walks, Christina Kubisch walks a middle path between these two poles. 

We’ve discussed the ways in which, like Satie, the listener navigates his personal rhythmic context 

with the repetitions  of the looped sounds, and of course in an urban context with diminished 

narrative range. At the same time, the listener constantly hunts for magical, liberatory sounds in 

which to lose himself. When an electrical ostinato or deep drone appears in the soundscape, the 

listener finds himself almost magnetically pulled toward it, drawn by the sounds themselves, not 

what they represent. And he stops walking to surrender to this sound. The dichotomy between 

sounds as simple sonic forms and sounds as associational to their sources has long been a source of 

debate in the world of electro"acoustic music: Pierre Schaeffer and other pioneers of musique concrète 

argued for the abstraction of the object sonore while acoustic ecologists argued that the disassociation 

                        
48 Shunryu Suzuki, Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind #Boston and London: Shambhala, 2006$, 1. 
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of sounds from their sources #Schafer’s schizophonia49$ was emblematic of the disassociation of 

humans from their natural worlds and to be avoided at all costs. Like Satie and Mahler, Kubisch is 

less interested in what these sounds represent than in presenting them as sonic territory for a playful 

and walking listener to explore. 

 

2006. New York City. Walking as Improvisation 

And so we return to New York City, to the Electrical Walks’ droning and buzzing. At the 

liberatory moment when we shed Kubisch’s educational map and embark on our own journey, we are 

setting off on terra incognita, moving from reenactment to exploration, creating our own map as we 

walk. This idea of drifting through the city according to passing desire has a long history, from the 

late 19th century figure of the flâneur50, aimlessly strolling the streets of Paris, through the surrealists 

of the early" and mid"20th century whose geographical meanderings were largely driven by sexual 

desire and the liberation of the subconscious51, to the dérives, or drifts, of Guy Debord and the 

Situationist movement of the 1950s and 60s.52 What makes Kubisch’s piece different is that we are 

acting on sonic or musical desires, desires that are completely inaudible to others on the street. It is 

as if we are drifting through a parallel, more musical and playful world.  

But is it really a drift? Might we not be creating structures on the fly, organizing these 

musical loops and rhythms into phrases that form a coherent whole ! improvising? If we are to think 

of our drifts through these sonic spaces as improvisations, we must determine what the musical 

grammar is. Michel de Certeau, in his essay, “Walking in the City,” describes walking as language: 

 
The act of walking is to the urban system what the speech act is to 
language or to the statements uttered. At the most elementary level, 
it has a triple “enunciative” function: it is a process of appropriation of 
the topographical system on the part of the pedestrian #just as the 
speaker appropriates and takes on the language$; it is a spatial acting"
out of the place #just as the speech act is an acoustic acting"out of 
language$; and it implies relations among differentiated positions, that 
is, among pragmatic “contracts” in the form of movements #just as 
verbal enunciation is an “allocution,” “posits another opposite” the 
speaker and puts contracts between interlocutors into action$. It thus 

                        
49 Schafer, 90. 
50 Edmund White, The Flâneur: A Stroll Through the Paradoxes of Paris #New York: Bloomsbury, 2001$. 
51 Merlin Coverley, Psychogeography #Harpenden, UK: Pocket Essentials, 2006$, 72"77. 
52 Guy Debord, “Theory of the Dérive #1958$,” in Situationist International Anthology, ed. Ken Knabb #Berkeley: Bureau of 
Public Secrets, 2006$, 62"66. 
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seems possible to give a preliminary definition of walking as a space 
of enunciation.53 

 

How might we compare walking to musical language in the context of the Electrical Walks? 

The question of whether we, as listener and walker in Kubisch’s piece, are creating sound is koan"

like. If a tree falls in the forest and no one is there, does it make a sound? Electromagnetic waves 

exist but are inaudible to human ears ! as are waves of other spectra. Therefore, these waves do not 

exist as sound, per se; without the headphones, they are not audible to us. It’s arguable, then, that 

we are in fact creating sound as we walk; that we are enunciating the sonic possibilities that lie 

latent, waiting for someone to discover and amplify them. We are appropriate the topographies of 

the spaces we pass through, making them our own ‘places’ as we map them sonically. This implies, of 

course, that we are also acoustically acting"out the potentialities of the space as we explore and map 

it, that we give the electromagnetic spectrum sonic expression. The topography that we explore, 

however, is interesting in its potentials and limitations; we walk among possibilities and obstructions 

that are simultaneously spatial and musical. If we hear a really interesting loop across the street, for 

example, but there is no crosswalk, we are limited by space but not sound. On the other hand, if we 

can venture across a crosswalk only to find an empty, bland soundscape on the other side, we are 

limited by sound, rather than space. Our spatial and sonic experiences shape one another. Finally, 

our movements, and the musical structure we build, will likely be influenced by the relationships 

that the sounds we activate have with one another, not simply with their own intrinsic musical 

qualities. By juxtaposing spatial language with musical language we create a new set of moiré patterns 

with which to improvise.  

New York Electrical Walk allows the listener to marry spatial and sonic exploration in ways 

that encompass each of the walkers we’ve discussed. Like Mahler, we search for liberatory sounds to 

take us outside ourselves and immerse ourselves outside of rhythm when we stop suddenly in 

surprise. Like Satie, we walk in a sea of rhythmic and repeated electronic loops which change 

according to the rhythm and placement of our steps. These surprisingly musical sounds are 

embedded and mapped both mentally and sonically, as with the soundwalks of Hildegard 

Westerkamp. And by walking the territory and creating our own sonic maps through exploration 

and experimentation, we create personally meaningful songlines, like the Aboriginal people of 

                        
53 Michel de Certeau, “Walking in the City,” in The Practice of Everyday Life #Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 
1984$, 97"98. 
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Australia. Through the spatio"sonic choices we make, we might well build up an improvisational 

style within the context of these walks, a grammar of preferred sounds and movements: darting 

between the highly percussive looped rhythms of security gates, for example, or submerging oneself 

unmovingly in a traffic light’s drone.  

Sounding, listening and walking are all embodied ways of experiencing the world. If we want 

to use sound to develop human relationships with public space,  walking is an elemental way to do it. 

By playing with the ideas I’ve mentioned ! sound as space, mapping, ritual, repetition and rhythm, 

and sound as liberation ! artists and composers can tap into the embodied experience of the public 

and remind them of the value of embodied experience in an increasingly virtual world, inviting them 

to reconnect their inner and outer, their dreaming and waking, selves. 

 


